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Abstract
Current Machine learning algorithms are highly dependent on manually designing features and the Performance of such algo-
rithms predominantly depend on how good our representations are. Manually we might never be able to produce best and diverse
set of features that closely describe all the variations that occur in our data. Understanding this, vision community is moving
towards learning the optimum features itself instead of learning from the features. Traditional hand engineered features lack in
generalizing well to other domains/Problems, are time consuming, expensive, requires expert knowledge on the problem domain
and doesn’t facilitate learning from previous learnings/Representations(Transfer learning). All these issues are resolved in learning
deep representations. Since 2006 a wide range of representation learning algorithms has been proposed but by the recent success
and breakthroughs of few deep learning models, the representation learning algorithms have gained the spotlight. This paper aims
to give short overview of deep learning approaches available for vision tasks . We also discuss their applicability (With respect to
their properties) in vision ﬁeld.
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1. Introduction
In the recent times most research work in vision ﬁeld is towards learning low and mid-level features using su-
pervised2, unsupervised3 or fusion of both methods. This recent attention/success is due to the ability of Deep
learning of representations for better generalizing to new tasks. ability to generate good, meaningful intermediate
features/representations that can be used in transfer learning, ability to disentangle features thereby increasing the
throughput of a classiﬁer even with minor changes to its parameters. When we learn the features we remove the risk
of missing to conceal predominant variations into extracted feature. Inspite of being more compact these deep repre-
sentation learning models are expressive and closely mimic human brain by organized learning across a hierarchy by
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integrating simpler ideas at each stage. SIFT and HOG descriptors produced big performance gains in early years and
now deep learning of features are providing a similar breakthrough for recognition4.
We have surveyed various deep learning neural network architectures for vision such as
• Deep convolution networks
• Restricted Boltzmann Machines(RBM)
• Auto-encoders
1.1. Traditional VS Representation learning
Visual recognition in humans is a hierarchical process, the external world is represented internally as low to high
level abstract, invariant features, as LeCun 5 says existing vision models barely follow this schema.
The existing methods require hand-crafting the kernel design; features generated by this way are time consuming,
brittle and incomplete. Usually Machine learning is categorized based on supervised and unsupervised learning but
in terms of vision, we suggest to distinguish ML into 1.Predictive learning and 2.Learning representations. Usually
unsupervised learning methods6 ,7 by base are representation learning methods while some of supervised are regarded
for representation learning such as2. Augmenting the unsupervised-learning and supervised-learning algorithms into
a coherent learning framework called representation learning can be a good base for learning algorithms in vision
In traditional methods we are interested in making some prediction based on the data drawn from distribution or
we try to model the distribution the data came from and then do inference step. Representation learning isn’t for doing
prediction or inference from observed variables but to learn about the underlying factors that account for variations in
image. we suggest to describe a vision problem at hand based as representation learning problem than to describe it
as supervised or unsupervised.
1.2. Importance of Representation learning
Representation is well described by a classic from David Marr8, he states representation is a system that makes
explicit certain entities and types of information” and which can be operated on by an algorithm in order to achieve
some information processing goal. Representations diﬀer in terms of what information they make explicit. It is
important that the features encapsulate and make explicit the underlying factors that contributed to image formation.
A subset of these factors will be associated with each diﬀerent problems. Hence the superset is generic in a manner
to support a range of visual recognition algorithms. i.e. One algorithm may operate on features which were extracted
from a dataset belonging to diﬀerent problem, Yet reach near state of art results. This is regarded as transfer learning
[5] in visual recognition. Many such experiments were conducted by Razavian4 to prove the above point, he used
features extracted from imagenet dataset is used to evaluate the classiﬁcation results across Pascal VOC, MIT indoor
dataset, ﬁne grained classiﬁcation, attribute detection, problems involving 3d geometrics, image retrieval. This stresses
on the validity of “One learning algorithm” hypothesis. A good representation allows us to answer queries about the
domain by manipulating that system. The current machine learning algorithms applied in vision lack the ability to
extract such discriminative information from data automatically. This inability is ﬁlled by representation learning
which uses a prior to solve the problem.
2. Feature learning
Feature is usually learnt from images by either inducing sparsity using pool of potential features or by a using
belief network or use convolution, may be even combination of these. All these methods incorporate the key factors
mention below, this is one reason they are not only able to learn features but also make sure they are generic to any
task
2.1. Key Factors in Feature learning
These are some priori that should be kept in mind while modelling the network.These implicitly are responsible
for generating generalized features for recognition
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2.1.1. Hierarchical layer learning
This is synchronous with deep architectures. They are formed by stacked layers of so many non-linear transfor-
mations producing more and more abstract, hierarchical representations than previous layer thereby producing more
disentangled feature space at higher layers3. We could compactly represent highly varying functions using many
non-linearities. Deep hierarchies reinforce feature reuse, Upper layers of a DNN are supposed to represent more “ob-
jectness” (that explain the input image) by learning upon lower layers that extract low-level features such as edges and
mid-level features such as corners, joints, edges parallelism, object part tokens etc. Each layer of units captures more
intricate relations in the given image dimensions and creates good feature hierarchy that you cannot with shallow
ones9. Depth is essential to achieve goal of generic features. More the depth, more invariance to local changes in
images is achieved, reason is the higher levels are highly non-linear combinations of input image.10 , 11 provide good
intuition about supervised and unsupervised approaches
2.1.2. Dimensionality
Increase in number of dimensions means increase in volume of data quantities we collect. This grows exponentially
with large dimensions. This curse of dimensionality limits us to store, manipulate and arrive at decisions quickly. The
diﬃculty of searching through the space gets a lot harder as you have more dimensions. When more factors are
involved and interact with each other at a certain level in image representation then there may be more wrinkles in
the function modelling the image space. Bengio and LeCun12 discusses that when wrinkles are more in our target
function then it might not generalize well and the test data performance may be haywire. One way to iron these
wrinkles is to use smoothness assumption and perform local interpolation but this doesn’t work out if wrinkles are
too dense, in such cases non-local interpolation of neighbourhood can be used for avoiding curse of dimensionality
issue. The curse of dimensionality can be also avoided by sharing statistical strength, transfer learning or multi task
learning.
2.1.3. Generalization of manifold
Bengio et al13 suggests The most basic prior is Smoothness of the function that models the feature points. Smooth-
ness determines how generalized our model is. We do inference or prediction based on this function. The function
shouldn’t tight ﬁt the underlying points too much. The theory is that we need all representative examples in dataset
for all relevant variations possible to account for invariance in natural images which is not possible. Thus we design
a function that blankets the predominant variations because Real variations and factors are in the highly curved sub
manifolds and the function is locally smooth in other areas. If the function is pretty much complex irrespective of high
or low dimension, it is still possible to generalize well from a limited number of training examples, this is true is the
complexity is actually organized. If it is so then some learning algorithms can potentially get a hold of variations. So
the learning algorithm must generalize non-locally, even to regions not covered by training examples. Deep learning
algorithms are believed to have that potential.
2.1.4. Disentanglement
Our main objective is to achieve invariant features, but how do we achieve invariance in image features? Reed
et al7 suggests, one way forward is to learning to disentangle the factors that account for the variance. For E.g. we
might want to discriminate between the shadow and natural lighting that is responsible for image formation. We
can achieve good disentanglement if we avoid the curse of dimensionality. Also disentanglement can be achieved
in learning diﬀerent levels of abstract features. The highest abstraction will be invariant to geometric factors of
variation. Keynote is, in higher dimensional space the factors are linearly separable, making it easy to discriminate or
understand the individual entities that determine the class association. We must never trade oﬀ information about the
data for disentangling.
2.2. Evaluating Representation learning
In predictive learning, we design a system which extracts as much information as possible about the image, then
minimize or maximize the objective function, using a validation set to tune parameters and monitor over ﬁtting. But if
you’re doing representation learning, there’s no good quantitative criterion. And this seems to be evaluated in general
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by stacking a classiﬁer on top of the features learnt and measure the error and ﬁne tune again the representation
learning stages.
3. Deep learning models for features
Here we have discussed some famous deep architecture for feature learning. There are generally 3 kinds of
paradigms under which most architectures fall into. Purely Supervised paradigm, unsupervised layer-wise + su-
pervised classiﬁer atop, Unsupervised layer-wise + global supervised training. Each technique is explained in brief
3.1. Purely Supervised architecture
Used in most practical systems for computer vision where large labelled data set is available, Here the structure of
the model is key to success. These type of methods are traditional back propagation neural network, where param-
eters are initialized randomly within a range. They train in supervised mode typically with back propagation, using
stochastic gradient descent to compute gradients. One of famous architecture under this paradigm is deep convolu-
tional neural nets15. They are proving their mettle by remaining state of art in imagenet vision recognition challenge.
3.1.1. Deep Convolution Neural networks(DCNN)
Mathematical Theory behind convolutional neural nets(CNN)16 and DCNN are same but architecture and process-
ing pipeline varies. DCNN architecture was ﬁrst introduced and popularised by Alex Krizhevsky17. A DCNN is
comprised of 2 or more Convolutional layers, pooling layers with non linearities and then followed by one or more
fully connected layers as in a standard neural network. Some normalization techniques are also applied usually. They
can be contrast normalization or location based neuron response normalization. The architecture of a CNN is designed
to take advantage of the 2D structure of an input image. This is achieved with local connections and tied weights fol-
lowed by some form of pooling which results in translation invariant features. Another beneﬁt of CNNs is that they
are easier to train and have many fewer parameters than fully connected networks with the same number of hidden
units. The best of such models are from google18 baidu research19 and MSR20 having 6.67,5.98,4.94 % top-5 error
respectively on ImageNet
3.1.2. Convolution layer
The Convolution layer is a collection of ﬁlter banks that are applied to slices of input, collection of ﬁlter outputs
from after applying on these channels form feature maps. Convolutional layers consist of a rectangular grid of neu-
rons. Each neuron takes inputs from a rectangular section (window) of the previous layer output; The dependencies
are local, weight tying is practiced by assigning a weight to each window thereby using few parameters as possi-
ble. The size of output and computational cost depends upon no. of ﬁlters and stride used. if kernels are of size
CxC, input of dimension BxB, stride is 1, there are M input feature maps and N output feature maps then the input
has size M@BxB, the output has size N@(B-C+1)x(B-C+1) - the kernels have MxNxCxC coeﬃcients and cost is
M*C*C*N*(B-C+1)*(B-C+1)
yli j =
m−1∑
a=0
m−1∑
b=0
wabxl−1(i+a)( j+b) (1)
3.1.3. Pooling
The pooling layer takes small rectangular blocks from the Convolutional layer and subsamples it to produce a single
output from that block. They are typically used to avoid local variances and smooth out the output, thereby achieving
little invariance. Also it reduces the dimensionality of the representation via subsampling. There are diﬀerent kinds
of pooling namely max pooling, min pooling, and average pooling.
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3.1.4. Non Linearity
The Non Linearity used is ReLUs (Rectiﬁed Linear Units). These are non-saturating Non linearities. ie f(x) =
max(0,x). ReLU doesn’t face gradient vanishing problem as with sigmoid and tanh function i.e. If at least some
training examples produce a positive input to a ReLU, learning will happen in that neuron because of this Networks
consisting of ReLUs have empirically trained faster than those consisting of sigmoid units15. Also, It has been shown
that deep networks can be trained eﬃciently using ReLU even without pre-training. Sigmoid function has range [0,1]
whereas the ReLU function has range. Hence sigmoid function can be used to model probability, whereas ReLU can
be used to model positive real number. Max function induces the sparsity in the hidden units.
ﬁnal softmax layer use the learned features from early stages to output class
y = max{0, b +
k∑
i=1
xi.wi} (2)
3.2. Unsupervised Methods
Unsupervised learning algorithms are used to pre-train the layers of a multi-stage system. Here we train each
layer unsupervised in a greedy manner one after the other. Output of trained previous layer is input of next layer.
Output of ﬁnal greedy layer is input to a supervised classiﬁer, we now train only the classiﬁer keeping the other layers
ﬁxed. This method is particularly used to leverage the availability of unlabelled data. In unsupervised methods we
try to ﬁnd the statistical structure or dependencies in unlabelled data. Training deep networks involves multiplying
the weights across the layers to calculate the gradient, if these layers of weights are initialized with small numbers,
then the outcome of product mentioned above is even a small number, because of this the vanishing gradient problem
arises. Thus artiﬁcially terminating the training. So deep neural nets must look for alternative methods. Hence the
unsupervised pre training.
3.2.1. Deep belief networks
RBM is visualized as Undirected graphical models, a particular form ofMarkov random ﬁelds (MRFs), parametrize
the visible and latent variables respectively modelling the conditional covariance of the input pixels. The RBM feature
representation is taken to be the set of posterior marginals P(hi|x), which, given the conditional independence are
immediately available. DBN is an extension of RBM to multiple hidden layers, where the weights in layer L are
trained by keeping all the weights in lower layers constant and taking as data the activities of hidden units at layer
L-1, thereby making DBN trains the layer greedy and in sequence. It is often uses as the pre-training of large deep
networks, it’s also the basis of DBN. They are probabilistic generative models having multiple layers, they can be
symbolized by the form
P(v, h1, h2, h3.hl) = P(v|h1)P(h1|h2)P(h2|h3)P(hl − 1|hl) (3)
Where v is visible layer and h is hidden layer
First we construct a RBM and train them to ﬁx w1 i.e. weights of ﬁrst RBM layer. Now stack another RBM on
top of existing RBM. Now sample h1 from Q(h1 |v) and train w2, this procedure repeats until the decided number of
stacked layers. So the key idea here is keeping P(v |h1) form 1st RBM layer and then replace P(h) by the distribution
generated by second stacked RBM. This works because it enables easy approximate inference of probabilities from
associated RBMs
3.2.2. Deep Boltzmann machines (DBM)
Deep Boltzmann machines is a series of restricted Boltzmann machines stacked on top of each other same as
DBN i.e. They are symmetrically connected stochastic binary units and there is full connectivity between subse-
quent layers of hidden units are grouped into a hierarchy of layers, but connection between layers or between non-
neighbouring layers doesn’t exist. But the subtle diﬀerence between them is that, DBNs were introduced as mixed or
directed/undirected graphical models, DBMs are fully undirected models. Srivastava21 explains if DBM contains D
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visible units, F1 units in hidden layer1, F2 in hidden layer2... FL units in last layer L then the energy function is given
by
D∑
i=1
F1∑
j=1
W (1)i j vih
(1)
j −
F1∑
j=1
F2∑
l=1
W (2)jl h
(1)
j h
(2)
l −
F2∑
l=1
F3∑
p=1
W (3)lp h
(2)
l h
(3)
p −
D∑
i=1
bivi −
F1∑
j=1
b(1)j h
(1)
j −
F2∑
l=1
b(2)l h
(2)
l −
F3∑
p=1
b(3)p h
(3)
p (4)
Where h’s represent hidden units and W,b represent model parameters. Reason why greedy layer wise training
works is they initialize lower level parameters near better minima than random initialization by constraining the
parameters at each level. Also they act as good generalization. Salakhutdinov et al15 describes various such models
3.3. Unsupervised layerwise training with global supervised tuning
Unsupervised pre-training puts the system in good initial setting for supervised ﬁne-tuning which will carry over
the task from where unsupervised method left. It allows us to use very large networks that would be despairingly
over-parametrized in a purely-supervised framework.
Train each layer unsupervised, same as before paradigms but the tweak is, a classiﬁer layer is added and then the
whole network is retrained instead of training only the classiﬁer layer, making it possible to ﬁne-tune the parameters
of all the layers together. From22, it can be established that if the complexity of the distribution under consideration is
too high to be learnt using n labelled data points, but is small enough to learn using m¿¿n unlabelled data points, then
semi supervised learning can improve the performance of supervised learning task. The setup usually used in these
cases are
3.3.1. AutoEncoders
In AutoEncoders, a univocally deﬁned feature extracting function (f ) called Encoders perform straightforward
and eﬃcient computation of feature vector from input image x. Another closed parameter function called Decoder
maps the feature space back to input space i.e. reconstructs from the features generated by Encoders. Parameters
of Encoders and Decoders are learnt on iterative reconstruction minimizing a loss function an reconstruction error-
metric to ﬁnd disparity between x and its reconstruction. General form of Encoder is
h(t) = fθ(x(t)) (5)
where {x(1),..x(t),..x(T)} is the dataset,h(t) is the extracted code from image. General form of Decoder is
r = gθ(h) (6)
where gθ is reconstruction mapping.
Training AutoEncoder is minimizing reconstruction error
∑
L(x(t), gθ( fθ(x(t)))) (7)
when AutoEncoders are constrained they have various ﬂavors to oﬀer depending upon the nature of image we
choose or encounter, the variants are Sparse AutoEncoders, Denoising AutoEncoders.
3.3.2. Regularized AutoEncoders
Here we constrain the representation learnt from reconstruction loss function, the impact of this bottleneck is that
the AutoEncoders should not reconstruct everything really well. It means it has good generalization i.e. the recon-
struction is good on both training and test sample images. The variants of Regularized AutoEncoders are Contrastive
and Denoising AutoEncoders. contractive AutoEncoders reduce the number of eﬀective degrees of freedom of the
representation by making the encoder contractive, i.e., making the derivative of the encoder small (thus making the
hidden units saturate), while the Denoising AutoEncoders makes the whole mapping “robust”, i.e., insensitive to small
random perturbations. A good comparative study of variants is done in23
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3.3.3. Sparse AutoEncoders
The sparsity notation is realized in AutoEncoders by either of 2 methods, one is by penalizing the respective hidden
unit bias. Other is by having a penalty on the output of hidden units.Second method is usually preferred than method 1,
reason being in method 1 the weights might compensate for what the bias misses out. Penalizing the hidden units can
be done using L1 penalty .24 irons out all the detailing on sparse coders. Training Sparse AutoEncoder is minimizing
reconstruction error
∑
L(x(t), gθ(hθ(x(t)))) + λhθ (8)
3.3.4. Denoising AutoEncoders
The training objective of AutoEncoders are modiﬁed to learn to reconstruct from the corrupted version of image
instead of just perfect image. Corruptions considered in25 include additive isotropic Gaussian noise, salt and pep-
per noise for gray-scale images, and masking noise (setting some randomly chosen inputs to 0 independently per
example). Masking noise has been used in most of the simulations. Qualitatively better features are reported with
Denoising, resulting in improved classiﬁcation, and Denoising AutoEncoder features performed similarly or better
than RBM features. Learning the oneness is no longer a ﬁtting procedure for real world image processing.
3.3.5. Contractive AutoEncoders
26 Describes a method called CAE is very similar to DAE in terms of objective. They both move towards learning
robust noise invariant(to some extent) features from images but there are few subtle diﬀerences namely here the penalty
imposed is a contractive penalty to objective function of AutoEncoders for controlling the acuteness of features being
learnt, also to be noted is here the penalty is applied n the acuteness of feature rather than reconstruction. The objective
function to minimize is
∑
L(x(t), gθ(hθ(x(t)))) + λ|| j(x(t))||2 (9)
Where J(x) is Jacobian of encoder at x and λ is the hyper parameter that decides the acuteness of feature to be
learnt. λ provides a tradeoﬀ between reconstruction and robustness of feature extracted.
Key diﬀerence between RBM and AutoEncoder is even though they both solve optimization problem of the form
MinReconstructionError + Regularization (10)
4. Tricks of trade
There are few tricks that we can employ so that our model does not overﬁt and performs well. Usually Overﬁtting
is solved by 3 approaches namely , 1.Data Augmentation 2.Dropout and weight norm constraints, 3.Designing the
architecture to increase parameter sharing. Here we discuss few majorly deployed tricks
4.1. Dropout
One of the usually adopted method for avoiding model from overﬁt is Dropout27.Combining the predictions of
many diﬀerent models is a very successful way to reduce test errors but it appears to be too expensive for big neural
networks that already take several days to train. There is however, a very eﬃcient version of model combination that
only costs about a factor of two during training. it is called dropout .So every time an input is presented, the neural
network samples a diﬀerent architecture, but all these architectures share weights. This technique reduces complex
co-adaptations of neurons since a neuron cannot rely on the presence of particular other neurons. It is therefore forced
to learn more robust features.dropout rate of 0.5 is usually followed, half of the hidden units are randomly turned oﬀ
by dropout
4.2. Preprocessing and Data Augmentation
Artiﬁcially enlarging the dataset using label-preserving transformations. i.e. Horizontal reﬂections is a way to aug-
ment the dataset, Each training example was perturbed before presenting it to the network by ﬂipping it horizontally.
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This way we don’t have to manually store the transformed images. Rather compute them on the ﬂy. Next Preprocess-
ing is mean activity subtraction over training set. This allows us to train or learn on only discriminative information.15
uses both the above tricks in their model.
5. Conclusion
Deep architectures can discover by itself some of the ideas and semantics that coexist inside an image and extract
them as features. They self learn features by understanding the unknown factors behind variations in data. We
explained the need for feature learning and the priors to keep in mind while developing such systems and also reviews
major approaches and models across supervised, semi supervised and unsupervised domain. since these methods
are hot research trends, they would continue to grow leaps but the underlying basics/concepts discussed in above
section stays same. Deep convolution neural networks have become a de facto for object recognition , localization
and detection. While unsupervised methods such as stacked RBM act as good feature vector dimensionality reduction
methods which are key to response time in large scale systems. along with Autoencoders, they are predominant in
extracting features for content based image retrieval or similarity search algorithms.Depending on the application and
quantity of dataset at hand we can choose any of the methods discussed in our paper.
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